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Outline of talk

� Overview of Graffiti.pc

� Sample of conjectures settled for γγγγt, γγγγ2, and αααα2

� Sample of conjectures still open for γγγγt, γγγγ2, and αααα2
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Graffiti.pc : 2001 - present

� Purpose: Graph theoretical conjecture-making program for research and 

education

� Inspired by S. Fajtlowicz’s (UH) Graffiti (1980’s - present) program, 

which has inspired 90+ research papers. 

� Graffiti.pc structure: a system of two subprograms

� buildDB

� Builds a database of graphs & computed invariants

� genConj

� Utilizes the database for conjecture generation

� On conjectures of Graffiti.pc: 

� 534 conjectures announced (~152 correct, 249 still open)

� 15 publications & 2 preprints on conjectures



G.pcGraffiti.pc’s buildDB

Input

• file(s) of graph6 code

• invariant driver

Graph representation: graph6 code (most from B. McKay’s geng)

buildDB: For each graph in the

file compute the selected graph 

invariants. Store the data.

Currently ~12 million

small graphs processed &

largest graph processed 

on 145 vertices
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Graph Invariants in Graffiti.pc

� Most are computable in polynomial time

� Degrees, distance, cut vertices, number of components,  …

� A few are computationally challenging

� Independence, domination, total domination, 2-domination, and other 

variations, maximum induced subgraphs, leafy spanning tree, …
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Graffiti.pc

� Two Conjecturing Heuristics (both utilize the DB)

2001: Dalmatian (idea due Fajtlowicz), conjectures of the form: 

� If G has property P, then f(G) ≥≥≥≥ C(G).

> user picks P and f.

2006: Sophie (idea due Waller and I), conjectures take the form:

� If C1(G) ≥≥≥≥ C2(G), then G has property P.

> user picks P.
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Conjectures of a query

� The Dalmatian Heuristic goal is to find a collection of 

inequalities

f(G) ≥ c1(G),

f(G) ≥ c2(G), 

…

f(G) ≥ ck(G)

(1) such that each is sharp for some graphs exclusively, 

(2) favors those that are sharp for more graphs, and 

(3) halts when for each graph (in the DB) there exists a bound on the 

list that is sharp for the graph.
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On a typical Graffiti.pc list

� There will be some relations that are rediscoveries

� There will be some that propose improvements over known 

results

� Some that are new (as far as I know)

� The number of correct per list seems to vary
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Written on the Wall II

� annotated list of conjectures of Graffiti.pc at

http://cms.uhd.edu/faculty/delavinae/research/wowii
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Graffiti.pc’s queries

2007 & 2009 (generated by the Dalmatian heuristic)

For connected graphs 

� lower bounds on γt(G) = total domination number of G

(#s 226 - 276 on wowii) 50 – 7 – 23 – 20 

� upper bounds on γt(G) (#s 279 – 313 on wowii) 34 – 9 – 12 – 13 

For trees 

� lower bounds on γt(G) (#s 345– 381 on wowii) 40 – 12 – 2 – 26 

� upper bounds on γt(G) (#s 330– 344 on wowii) 20 – 10 – 5 – 5 

Def. The total domination number of G is the order of a smallest subset of the 

vertices such that every vertex of the graph is adjacent to a vertex in the set.
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New lower bounds on γt

Theorem (Gpc #230) Let G be a connected on n ≥ 2 vertices. Then

γt(G) ≥ radius(G) [DLPWW, 2007]

Theorem (Gpc #231) Let G be a connected on n ≥ 2 vertices.Then

γt(G) ≥ eccentricity(center(G)) + 1 [DLPWW, 2007]

� Improves on radius bound when G has one center and is worse when every 

vertex is a center.

Theorem (Gpc #349) If G is a tree, then 

γt(G) ≥ radius(G) + c2 -1,    [Jiang, 2012]

where c2 is the number of components of the subgraph induced by the degree 

two vertices and their neighbors.
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New upper bounds on γt

Theorem (Gpc #288) Let G be a connected graph such that n(G)≥ 2. Then

γt(G) ≤ β(G) + path covering number(G), [DLPWW, 2007]

where β(G) is the matching number of G and the path cover number is the 

minimum number of vertex-disjoint paths whose vertices partition the vertex 

set V(G).

� It is known that the matching number, and γt(G) are in general not 

comparable, but it is known that if δ(G) ≥	3	and	�	is	K1,3-free, then γt(G) ≤ 

β(G). (Henning & Yeo)
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New upper bounds on γt

Theorem (Gpc #331) Let T be a non-trivial tree and S its support vertices 

(vertices adjacent to leaves). Then γt(T) ≤ 2α(T) – L', 

where L' is the number of isolated vertices in T[N(S)-S]. [DLPW, 2009]

Theorem (Gpc #332) Let T be a non-trivial tree and S its support vertices. 

Then γt(T) ≤ 	
|�∗|

�
, [DLPW, 2010]

where S* is the set of isolated vertices in T[S].

� Note |S*| ≤ |S|, and γt(T) ≤ 	
|�|

�
is result of Chellali & Haynes for trees.
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open

Conjecture 247. Let G be a connected degree-regular graph on n ≥ 2

vertices.Then

γt(G) ≥ 2*path cover number,

where the path cover number is the minimum number of vertex-disjoint paths 

whose vertices partition the vertex set V(G).

� This was proven directly for cubic graphs and observed later that for cubic 

graphs this follows from a result of Reed. [DLPWW, 2007]
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open

Conjecture 233. Let G be a connected graph on n ≥ 2 vertices. Then

γt(G) ≥ �

�
(eccentricity(B)+1),

where B is the set of vertices of maximum eccentricity (the periphery of G).

� We proved that if G is a tree then γt(G) ≥ �

�
(eccentricity(B)+1).

Diameter is 8

Radius is 4

Red vertices determine B

Eccentricity of B is 7

γt=6
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open

Conjecture 233. Let G be a connected graph on n ≥ 2 vertices. Then

γt(G) ≤ �

�
�������{|��� � |:�∈�(!̅)} .

�
�

�
�������{|��� � :�∈�(!̅)} = �

�
(&'��&����{|� � ∩� ) |:�≁)} , so if G has two 

non-adjacent vertices with no common neighbors then this follows from 

γt(G) ≤ �

�
&.

γt(G) = 2
+
,
-	 = 4

+
,
(- − 3) 	= 2
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On γ2

Theorem (Gpc #382a) Let G be an n vertex graph. Then

γ2(G) ≤ 2α(G) – αc, 

where α(G) is the independence number and αc is the order of the 

intersection of all maximum independent sets. [DLPW2, 2009]

Theorem (Gpc #390) Let G be a connected graph such that n(G)≥ 2. Then

γ2(G) ≤ β(G) + path covering number(G). [DLPW2, 2009]

Theorem (Gpc #392a) Let G be a connected graph such that n(G)≥ 2 and H2

the set of vertices of degree less than 2. Then

γ2(G) ≤ β(G[V\H2]) + |H2|. [DGHPV, 2010]

Corollary Let G be a connected graph such that n(G)≥ 2 and δ(G)≥ 2. Then

γ2(G) ≤ β(G). [DGHPV, 2010]
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On γ2

Theorem (Gpc #385a-c) Let G be an n ≥ 2 vertex graph and S ⊆ V(G). Then

γ2(G) ≤ n – ∆(G[N(S)\S]), 

[DLPW2, 2009]
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On γ2

� E. DeLaViña, W. Goddard, M. A. Henning, R. Pepper, and E. Vaughn, 

Bounds on the k-domination number of a graph, Applied Mathematics 

Letters (2011), Vol. 24 (6), 996-998. 

� E. DeLaViña, C. Larson, R. Pepper and B. Waller, Graffiti.pc on the 2-

domination number of a graph, Congressus Numerantium, (2010), Vol. 

203, 15-32.

� R. Pepper, Implications of some observations about the k-domination 

number, Congressus Numerantium, (2010), 206, 65-71.
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open

Conjecture 387. Let G be a connected graph on n ≥ 2 vertices. Then

γ2(G) ≤ - − 23456- + 1,

where median is the upper median of the degree sequence.

γ2(G) = 2

3, 3, :, ;, 5, 5

6 − 5 + 1 = 2
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On α2

Def: αk(G) is the order of a largest set of vertices whose subgraph has 

maximum degree less than k. Note α1(G) = α(G).

Theorem (Gpc #445) Let G be an n vertex graph. Then

α2(G) ≤ α3(G) – ∆(H2) + 1, 

where H2 is the subgraph induced by degree two vertices.  [DP, 2012]

Theorem (Gpc #436) Let G be an n vertex graph. Then

αk(G) ≤ Welsh-Powel(�̅) + k – 1. [DP, 2012]

� E. DeLaViña and R. Pepper, Graffiti.pc on the k-independence number of a 

graph (2012), preprint.
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open

Conjecture 447a. Let G be a connected graph on n ≥ 2 vertices. Then

α2(G) ≤ > +	?
�
,

where A is the annihilation number and R is the residue.

The annihilation number is the largest integer k such that the sum of the first k 

terms of the nondecreasing degree sequence is at most the number of edges. 

The residue R of a graph G of degree sequence is the number of zeros obtained 

by the Havil-Hakimi iterative process.

� It is known that R ≤ α ≤ A α2(G) = 8

e =12

2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 8

> = 6
8, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2

				1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1

								1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0

												1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0

																	1, 1, 0, 0, 0

B = 4


